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Soxbe labels Hearst criminal'
following SLA bank robbery
SAN FRANCISCO cAPi US Atty
Gen William Saxbe branded Palncia
Hearst a common criminal yesterday,
and a federal grand jury began
considering whether she willingly
wielded a gun in a terrorist bank
robbery.
Saxbe said in Washington he was
convinced the 20-year old newspaper
heiress was "not a reluctant participant" in the 110.000-robbery Monday
by a heavily armed gang which
wounded two persons in its getaway
THE TERRORIST Symbionese
Liberation Army 1SLA1 dragged
Hearst screaming from her Berkeley
apartment 2li months ago In a "communique" April 3. she renounced her
family and swore she had been

converted into a revolutionary fighter
"II would appear to me that she was
not a reluctant participant in this
robbery." Saxbe told his weekly news
conference, adding that SLA members
all are "common criminals " Asked if
he included Hearst, he said. "Miss
Hearst is a part of it."
Palncia Hearst's father, newspaper
executive Randolph A Hearst, called
Saxbe s comments "speculation" and
refused further comment.
Charles Bates, the FBI agent in
charge of the case, also refused
comment other than to say "The FBI
is continuing its aggressive investigation looking to a solution of the
Hearst kidnaping case and the bank
robbery."
I S Attorney James Browning said

evidence in the bank robbery is being
presented to a grand jury and that
indictments are possible by next week
"IT IS ENTIRELY possible that the
evidence will show that there was no
duress or coercion on the part of these
people, but that is a matter for the
grand jury todetermine." he said
According to a guard at the bank.
Edward Shea. Hearst took an active
part in the robbery-giving...orders
and all that, saying she would shoot the
first guy that moved
"She wasn't scared She let it be
known that she meant business," the
66-year-old guard said yesterday "She
had a gun and looked ready to use it "
Bates said 100 to 125 federal agents
are working on the case and again said

he does not know the location of the
SLA hideout Police say the SLA is a
heavily armed, multiracial group of
about 25 men and women.
Bank cameras photographed Hearst
along with three other white women
and a black man during the robbery of
a Hibernia Bank.

Weather
Partly cloudy today. High from
■pper Hi to mid Mi. Cloady
tonight aid chaace of light
■koweri. Low In Ike 4lt
Tomorrow partly cloudy High
aear II. Probability ol
precipitation II per cent today and
30 per cent tonight

Despite end of state support

Advisory board struggles on
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor

Liiito Kerexsi, lophomoro (Ed.), can no longer bo "• pinboH
wixard" by winning fro* gam** from th* machine. Sine*
pinball machinal that givo away fro* games aro illegal,
vending machine companies are altering those machines en
campus that do not comply with the Ohio Revised Cede.
(N. w.photo by Carl Sold)

Even though it has officially been
dissolved, the governor's advisory
board is alive and struggling,
according to Rick Morrow. Student
Body Organization iSBOl coordinator
of academic affairs.
Morrow attended a board meeting in
Columbus last weekend
The

University had not been represented at
a board meeting in more than a year
The advisory board was formed a
few years ago to provide Gov. John
J. Gilligan with information Irom
Ohio's higher education institutions
The board consisted of student representatives from state and private
schools including two-year institutions.
It also was responsible for keeping
represented institutions informed

Tilt I Is that pinball machine legal?
By Curt Hailett
Staff Reporter
The days of nipping "Nip-it."
orbiting Outer Space" and lassoing
Lawman in the University's dormitories are numbered, if not gone
No longer is it legal for pinball
machines to give free games-either
through skill or by "matching "-to the
wizards who play them, according to
the Ohio Revised Code
Adopted last year, the code classifies
pinball machines that award free
games as
"gambling devices,"
according to a spokesman for the state
attorney general's office
And that, according to Assistant
Dean of Students Derek Dickinson,
means the guilty machines have to go.
HE SAID machines that give free
games are either being removed and
replaced with legal ones or changed to
make them comply with the law.
Phil Gazan, Anderson Hall director,
said yesterday the machines in his
dormitory's game room were altered
by company service people about a

week ago to prevent them from doling
out free games.
Did that make residents angry?
"I'd say there has been an
appreciable drop-off in the number of
people playing the machines, but I
haven t been able to detect any
hostility." Gazan said
Dickinson said that when Anderson
Hall-the first dormitory on campus to
get pinball machines-signed a
contract with a vending machine
company to supply the machines, it
was specified that they be of a nongambling type.

responsible for local enforcement, said
there are no plans for a crackdown on
pinball machines in the city.
But he said pressure is being put on
the companies that lease the illegal
machines to remove them Irom local
establishments
HE ADDED that the stale Liquor

Control Board can apply pressure when
the machines are located in bars.
"They can say, 'You either get it out
of here or you lose your license,'
Wilcox said.'
So. while students might still be able
to win a few games in off-campus
establishments, the replay will be nonexistent on campus.

about state activities relating to higher
education
THE GOVERNOR had granted the
board 121.000 to maintain an office in
Columbus and pay operating expenses.
Morrow said But the money was
withdrawn and the board was left with
about 13,000 in unpaid bills, he added.
"The governor decided the board
was not useful or responsible," said
Morrow.
Despite the end of state support, the
board continues to meet. It is presently
working to be officially accepted by
either the governor or Board of
Regents.
Morrow said the board has written
letters to the governor but has received
no answer regarding its status. He said
the board is asking state schools to
write the governor.
"If that doesn't work, we will be
writing letters and submitting a series
of articles to each newspaper in the
state." said Morrow. He added that the
articles would explain the board's
viewpoint regarding its status.

BUT WHEN a new contract was
negotiated with a different company
there apparently was some confusion,
and the now illegal machines were
installed. Dickinson said.
Other dormitories with pinball
machines are Rodgers. Kohl. Conklin
and Offenhauer The University Union
also has machines, but a spokesman
there said they are not the type now
illegal
Lt Donald Wilcox of the Bowling
Green Police Department, the agency

Trustees, from left, Ashel
Bryan, Norman Road and
Anita Ward visit with
Leslie
Maence,
junior
(Id.), in the Home
Management House. The
Second Annual Trustee
Day was highlighted by
vislfs to the remodeled
University Auditorium, the
News
office
and
residence hall cafeterias.
(Newspheto by Cari Sold)

High court keeps alive
Kent-related lawsuits
WASHINGTON (APi - Spurred by
suits following the deaths of four
students at Kent State University in
1970, the Supreme Court yesterday
opened the way for citizens to take
state officials into court to answer for
their acts.
The high court unanimously rejected
the motion that state officials have an
absolute immunity from lawsuits.
They have immunity for their official
acts, said Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger for the court, but it is qualified.
THE COURT thus kept alive damage
suits against Ohio officials brought by
relatives of three of the four students
slain in a confrontation with Ohio
National Guardsmen during a protest
against the Indochina War.
The justices sent the cases back to a
lower federal court for more
proceedings to determine the extent of
the immunity of the officials named as
defendants.
The defendants include former Gov.
James Rhodes, the adjutant general of
the state National Guard, officers and
enlisted men of the guard and the university"president
THE SUITS were filed by families of

slain students Sandra Scheuer, Allison
Krause and Jeffrey Glen Miller.
Mrs. Martin Scheuer. Boardman,
Ohio, whose daughter was killed, said
of the court's decision: "It shows our
system of justice is working. I'm very
pleased that finally we're getting
something done."
Former Adj. Gen Sylvester Del
Corso. head of the National Guurd at
the time of the incident, said: "We
were all agents of the state of Ohio We
did not act as individuals."
The Supreme Court vote was 8 to 0,
with Justice William O. Douglas taking
no part.
LAST MONTH a federal grand jury
in Cleveland indicted eight of the
National Guardsmen on charges of
violating the civil rights of the students
who were killed and wounded. The
indictments were not related to the
civil suits on which the Supreme Court
acted.
A federal district court judge had
dismissed the civil suits at a very early
sta^e. saying he lacked jurisdiction
because the cases were essentially
against the state itself and therefore
barred bv the federal constitution.

MORROW SAID board members
agreed over the weekend to stage a sitin at the statehouse if no action is
taken.
He said most state schools pledged to
send at least 200 persons for the sit-in,
but he did not commit the University to
sending demonstrators because the
University has not been participating
in board activities
Morrow said, however, he would
participate in the sit-in.
'They ithe board) thought we lthe
Universityi were uninterested." he
said He added that he hopes to have
the director of the board and a representative of National Student Lobby
(NSL) on campus soon to explain the
advisory board to students.
If the advisory board is officially
recognized, Morrow said SBO will
appoint a student representative to it.
Morrow added that a representative
of NSL told him if the University had
been actively involved in NSL and the
governor's advisory board last year,
some type of legal advice could be
available at the University.

Surveys test calendar attitudes
Editor's note: The following article is the last In a
three-part series on the semester quarter calendar
option.
By Mark Dodosk
Staff Reporter
Students attitudes toward a proposed early
semester calendar have yet to be discerned by the
University administration.
So far, administrators' perceptions of how students
feel about and would benefit from the conversion to
early semesters are all they have to goon
A survey last winter conducted by former SBO
president Bill Arnold, senior lA&S), is the only
attempt at gathering student opinion on the semester
issue
Arnold worked in conjunction with Gary Woditsch.
coordinator of innovative and interdisciplinary
programs.

Their survey "provided as much information as
possible on both calendars by presenting facts on and
also interpretations of the calendar issue," Arnold
said.
ADVANTAGES and drawbacks of quarters and
early semesters were presented on the survey form.
Students were asked to indicate which plan they
preferred. Comments on the proposals also were
encouraged.
Survey forms were sent to all hall directors. In turn,
the questionnaires were given to residence advisors
who distributed the forms to dormitory residents.
Of approximately 7.600 surveys sent out, 1.900, or 25
per cent, were returned, according to Arnold.
Results showed students chose continuing the
quarter system "by roughly a three and a half to one
margin," said Arnold
PROVOST KENNETH W Rothe labeled Arnold's
survey as "misleading."

"SBO's survey was heavily biased." Dr. Rothe said.
"It concentrated only on people with freshman or
sophomore standing It ignored the off-campus
students."
However, Arnold said his survey "wasn't really
concerned with off-campus students since they're
mostly juniors and seniors.
"It doesn't make much sense to survey people who
won't even be here when the calendar is put into effect
in fall 1975. "Arnold stated
Dr. Rothe said students "didn't understand the
difference between the two plans." as presented in the
survey.•
According to Arnold, though, the information
provided in the survey was listed on a comparative
basis.
Data collected by Faculty Senate and Academic
Council which was considered pertinent to the
calendar issue was employed in the questionnaire.

•hi
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pass the word
about kent rally
"These kids never give up. do they?"
Many of those upholding the status quo in America think that idealism
and the anti-war movement in this country are dead.
They aren't!
At 2:30 p.m. on May 4 at Kent State University, a rally and workshops
will be held to protest the continuing war in South Vietnam and
Cambodia, the Watergate Administration and the coverup of the truth
about the Kent and Jackson State killings in 1970.
Many knowledgeable speakers of the Left will be presenting their
views on these topics. Speakers include Daniel Ellsberg, Julian Bond,
civftights leader; Jane Fonda. Kon Kovic of the American Veterans
Movement, and Dean Kahler, one of the KSU students wounded by
guardsmen's gunfire four years ago.
Judy Collins and Holly Near also are on the program
The rally should be a refreshing change from previous worthless antiwar rallies, when speakers shouted emotional appeals, but offered few
facts to back them up
The speakers who will appear at Kent have been involved in the
movement for years and they have facts that will make the rally a new
awakening lo the anti-war spirit.
The News urges those who are interested to start passing the word and
make plans to attend the rally. The more who attend and come away
revived, the bolter for the country.
It's a chance no one should pass by.

r

what
about
the
watergate
wives?

i

NEW YORK, NY- However weak
or flawed or bedazzled the young men
around President Nixon during the
Watergate era, one strong, steady
stream of sympathy still gushes
through their lives. Everybody, it
seems, feels terribly sorry for their
wives.
And the wives are. in general, an
appealing, true-blue group. You gaze at
their wholesome faces on the TV
screen (little make-up, much tweed,
leather and hair), and the map of their

social milieu materializes. Of course
you pity them. But where were their
standards when the crunch came?
Into courtroom, caucus room-and.
perhaps, the prison visitors' toonvthey bring the leafy streets and tidy
lawns of the Good Suburb.
YOU SEE the mock-Tudor house, the
old but adequate station wagon filled
with small, bouncing figures. There
. are swings and sandboxes, puppies and
hamsters, home movies after dinner
when the in-laws visit.
Life is bounded by PTA. ecology
bonfires. Oirl Scout cookie sales and
Mummy and Daddy on their wedding
day. there in the silver frame
Neat, dutiful and sturdy, the
Watergate wives sit with dignity
beside their Jeb, John, Dwight. Egil
and even H. It Bob Their taut bodies
and brave little smiles convey ths
message, "He may have been a
fool . but I'm standing by."

I HAVE read only one first-person
recital by a Watergate wife. It was not,
I should judge, typical. Mrs. Gordon
Liddy. now teaching school to support
her large brood, conveyed the
impression that her life was anxious,
hard and thankless even while her
husband was at home, shining his guns
and bellowing at the kids. Now be
never writes, she says.
But gallant as the women are,
there's a nagging question I cannot put
down: Why wasn't there one wife in the
lot who rose up to say "Look, you're in
a dirty business Get out now before
CREEP and the White House corrupt
you totally"""
There are varied responses to my
persistent query They follow a
familiar line: Wives are the last to
know what their husbands are up to.
(Only stupid wives, I reply.) Wives are
always anxious about position, income,
security. Wives insulate themselves
from any truth that might upset family
routine
FINALLY, one hears. "Wives are
lied to," and. of course, some wives
are
All these excuses seem to me
specious I was therefore happy to read
that one wife, upon learning how much
ugly, mysterious money was financing
the Presidents campaign, told her
husband. Leave the White House or
I'm leaving you '

Copyright 1174. Los Angeles Times

winner upset
by lack of
coverage
DON'T I HAVE ENOUGH TROUBLE WITHOUT YOU UPSETTING RONNY LIKE THIS?'

Lerrers
women s
coalition
Thtough fighting, women have won
many important battles In the streets
they demanded and got the right to
choice abortion
Soon, through the efforts ol the
feminists movement, ths Equal Rights
Amendment iKRAi will become part
ol the U S Constitution
The administration ot BGSU felt the
pressure ol riling female "upitiness."
and instituted an open admissions
policy for women
DESPITE THE many victories
women have won. they still face a host
ot shopping problems So what else is
new ' Well there s going to be a brand
new Women's Coalition this weekend
with a flock of speakers to talk about

aspects ol and answers to women's
problems
ot particular interest to the Young
Socialist Alliance will be the
discussions by Nancy Brown and
Hatlie McCutheon.
The only feminist candidate for
Governor ol Ohio in 1974. the candidate
of the Socialist Worker's Party, Nancy
Brown, will speak on "Feminism and
Socialism" at 1 30p.m. Saturday.
HATTIE MCCUTHEON, co-founder
of the National Black Feminist
Organization. She will speak Saturday
at 3:15 p m
about the dual
victimization of black women, both as
women and as members of an
oppressed minority.
McCutheon is running for the tirst
Congressional seat in Detroit as an
alternative to the racist, sexist
Democratic and Republican parties
The Women's Coalition is taking

place Friday eveinging. Saturday and
Sunday. Friday in 115 Education,
Saturday and Sunday, second floor in
University Hall
ALL PERSONS interested in the
women's movement should show up.
The registration fee is only $ l
l.inda Hite
Young Socialist Alliance
Box 27. Commons

bto concert
ran smoothly
1 am writing this in regard to the
letter written by Mark Songer
concerning his criticism of the manner
in which the Bachman Turner concert
was managed.
First of all, 1 would like to say that
he freely passed out criticism without

any knowledge of some important
facts. He mentioned that the concert
was held a month after it was
scheduled-! would like him to know
that the rescheduling was not any fault
of the promoters.
BTO cancelled it themselves the
afternoon of the originally scheduled
concert. They had fired one ol the
members of the group, who refused to
play at this show
There was nothing the promoters
could have done about that. As a
matter of fact, they lost money by
rescheduling it so that the students of
Bowling Green would still have the
opportunity to sec Bachman Turner
As for providing safety, college
students are not kindergarteners, and
If they cannot control themselves, it is
no fault of the promoters

a fact that the doors were open as soon
as possible, which wasn't until all the
equipment was set up. tested and ready
logo

It was publicized that the concert
would not begin until 8 p.m.. so why did
the students come at 6 p.m. I know for

Julie Rettig
145 Ashley
372-5460

THE ACCIDENTS which occured
cannot be blamed on anyone in
particular and I feel Mark Songer was
wrong in doing so. They were the
combined fault of many over-anxious
people, eager to see a good rock
concert i Something we don't have
very often in Bowling Greeni
In my opinion, the concert went as
smoothly as could be expected with
such a large crowd. And from watching
the thousands of people around me. as
far as 1 could tell, they really got into
the music and enjoyed every minute of
one of the best rock concerts Bowling
Green has ever had.

university students mislead new students
By Franz C. Zrlllch
CM S. College Dr. Apt. 1
Guest Columnist
Did you know that
11 BGSl has a lake large enough to
race sailboats on'' (apparently, it
covers several square miles I

THe BG news

21 One of our older and more
venerable buildings is a multi-turreted
piece of Gothic stonework, complete
with clocktower"'
31 We have an incredible variety of
residence facilities?
Well folks, I'm sorry to say it ain't
so. but the people in the Administration
Building are giving the impression that
it is so
YOU SEE. there's this cute little red
brochure entitled, simply. "Bowling
Green." And it is a very misleading
document Intended for potential new
students, it gives a very untrue picture
of BGSU
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It consists of 11 sets of two pages
each The left page is all text, the
right, photos. A prospective student (if
my own experiences can be considered
a guide) is impressed a lot by the
pictures in the umpteen million pieces
of mail he she gets from universities
eager to recruit.
Pictures often say very deep and
powerful things. Two pictures on one
page (seven) lie. One implies that the
Wood County Court House is a campus
building ithe photo appeals to •
romanticized 1940s Warner brothers
image of the neo-gothic ivy campus. It
implies security >
THE OTHER shows the Stadium
Parking lot drainage pool with a
sailboat on it (I hope I don't have to
explain that).

"SLOAN IS the sacrificial lamb,"
said a sad and disillusioned bookkeeper
in the office of CREEP. "His wife was
going to leave him if he didn't stand up
and do what was right. He left CREEP
because be saw it and didn't want any
part of It."
Young Sloan, earnest and handsome,
was treasurer of CREEP. And now It
develops that he was one of the
reporting team's valuable sources.
Sloan was the only one who felt free
enough and clean enough to speak his
mind.
It is useless to speculate on how
different the news of the past year
might have been had Pat Nixon
threatened to pack up and leave if the
President didn't conduct his office on a
higher plane.
Maybe she thought of it, but first
ladies don't decamp in the night. And
she couldn't exactly order him to leave
the White House
ABIGAIL ADAMS left one vivid line
for womankind. "All men would be
tyrants if they could," she wrote. And
some men, let us acknowledge, would
be crooks, dupes, fools and all-around
patsies were it not for the wisdom and
decency of their wives.

right turn on red
The right-on-red bill now before the Ohio Senate deserves passage as
soon as possible
The bill has made its way through the House, avoiding various political
pitfalls that many good bills find disastrous.
Let's hope the Senate does not weigh down a good idea with riders and
filibusters which could make the bill less desirable.
The bill's advantages are obvious, especially since the energy crisis is
delivering hard blows
From the practical standpoint, it is frustrating to sit at a red traffic
light with no traffic crossing the intersection.
Action taken by John DeMoss. senior (Ed.I. in support of the bill, is*
admirable It is this kind of involvement by the proverbial "common
man'' which makes government function as it should
If more persons would become involved as DeMoss has. the
government may begin to meet the expectations of the people.

That wife was Mrs Hugh Sloan, and
may she bask in love and pride forever.
A slender girl with fine bones. Mrs.
Sloan was beside her husband each day
at be testified before the Watergate
committee. In the midst of the most
corrupt campaign In history, she had
character.
There's a brief allusion to Mrs. Sloan
in the forthcoming book,
"The
President's Men." by Carl Bernstein
and Bob Woodward. They are The
Washington Post reporters whose
scrupulous digging uncovered the
Watergate scandal.

The text is very paternalistic and
would tend to turn someone like me
off. but I can see how it would appeal to
many. The introduction goes
something like this land sets tone for
the whole pamphlet):
"There is. at every university, a kind
of feel. A personality. Yon sense It at
Bowling Green the first time you visit
the campus.
"It It not In the catalogue. In a list of
courses. It It not In the classroom
buildings or the residence centers.
"What Is It that finally makes yon
decide to attend Bowling Green? You
can't describe it. The place jnst feels
right."
The Introduction then goes on to
lyrically describe:
"...and films and coffee In the Union,
and poets and artists, and politics and
rock music, mid-terms and finals, and
fraternities and sororities, and the tun
la the spring and the snow lo the
winter.
"You will find love and sadness here
and friendships that will last •
lifetime. Yon will grow a lot here.
"At our University. Bowling Green."
Out of nine paragraphs dedicated to
"'The University and the Community,"
eight describe BG as an urban Utopia.
One of the last paragraphs qualifies
this glowing wordage with:
"Bowling Green Is not In an urban
environment, so don't expect some of
the conveniences (and problems) that
you mny be used to."

AND THEN the next paragraph goes
on to effectively negate the above
with: "but most students nre able to
find everything they wnnt or need In
Bowling Green."
To those of you who don't know
what's going on here, in the past,
recruiting material blatantly lied and
did cute things like using odd-angled
shots of the campus and town that
made it appear to be another Case
Western in terms of urban atmosphere.
Some students from urban areas
came here and were absolutely
shocked by the reality A girl I know
from New York City just could not
comprehend that it wasn't necessary to
take a bus, then a subway, transfer and
take another bus, in order to reach
downtown BG.
To a lot of people from urban areas
BG is dead. It's regrettable that the
University still pushes this false
image.
ANOTHER SECTION: Living on
Campus" implies that there are many
forms of residence facilities available
to students ranging from single rooms
to small unit complexes.
The lie is that aside from uniform
two-man rooms with mandatory board,
there is little else. The private rooms
are scarce and expensive, small units
limited to Greeks and "La Maison
Fraicalne."

One interesting note to those men
living in lounges: "The overcrowding
of recent years is gone at Bowling
Green "
This brochure also carefully skirts
the issue of price and the fact that it is
mandatory to live on campus the first
two years and spend a required
minimum on food.
EACH SECTION is misleading to
some degree. While I understand the
pressure to fill dorms and touch
enrollment ceilings (State Universities
are funded on how many kids they
have). I don't think this approach is
particularly moral.
For one thing, embittered recruits
write back home to sibs and friends to
warn them--and the word spreads.
For another it doesn't take a social
scientist to realize that much of our
crime and vandalism comes from
those turned off by BG Most students
do not have time during preregistration to check the
environment/atmosphere out. They
must rely on Administration brochures
and tours.
THE UNIVERSITY, as well as
trying to sell itself on its positive
potentials, should also unsell itself,
i.e.. warn people about its limitations
as well.

Not too long ago, there was a district
collegiate bowling tournament held at
Kent State University. While there, my
teammates and I fared quite well and.
as a result, I was invited to the
Nationals held April 6.7. and 8. at
Houston, Texas
Ms. Atkins, also of our women's
team, already wrote a "letter to the
editor," expressing our displeasure
with the coverage we received for our
achievements at Kent
I WOULD like to reiterate that
opimon-the coverage was lousy and an
insult to our abilities. Must we invent
asinine nicknames for ourselves before
we can be considered newsworthy?
But. to the point of this letter. I
realized that being as far away as
Houston, 1 would not be fortunate
enough to be covered by a roving BG
News reporter.
So. this is more than just a critical
"letter to the editor;" It is also an
informative news article and my only
means to getting my fame spread
around the BG campus. I hope that
isn't egotistical sounding, I merely
want to draw attention to the entire
sport of bowling at Bowling Green.
WELL. IN this Nationals event. 1 did
finish sixth-sixth in the nation. Also,
my partner, Sandra Cummings of
Colorado State Univ., finished third in
the Nation in doubles.
I don't expect much in return for this
feat. I only ask for my name in my
college newspaper. I also wish to thank
several people: Bill Ryan and Kathy
Siegwarth of UAO, all of the members
of the men and women's teams, my
friends and mother, of course, and
Brunswick Corporation and Women's
International Bowling Congress (the
latter were the sponsors for the
tournament).
AND FINALLY. I'd like to thank the
BG News for. what I hope, is
publication of this letter.
Cindy Brock
(Spring intern for Senator Taft)
Washington. DC.

Uff's hiKBr from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, r nhmnn or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest columns not be written m
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and commas should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, lot University Hall
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Panel chairman claims House
will defeat campaign finance bill
WASHINGTON (API The chairman of the House
panel considering a Senatepassed bill providing for
publicly financed congressional races says there
is no chance the House will

Ballots

It lake* a liilU woi, a litlU mutch and a warm afternoon to put a thin* en
f?ll/l ft fltlty
* * ™ ™ *■ ww **

rillh
Ul/U

any cor. Jack Cabb, junior (Ed.), and Varna Matthawt, trethman (A&S), uiad
torn* olbow giiau yotlorday »o mak* lhair raftactiont appoar whit* waxing
ihi. cor. (Nowspholo by Carl Said)

Students who wish to vote
in the primary May 7 should
submit request forms for
absentee ballots to the
election board of their home
counties The request form
must explain the reason for
the students' absence
Request
forms and
addresses of each Board ot
Elections in Ohio may be
obtained from the Office ot
Voter Awareness. 315 I'nion
The office also will have
notary publics on hand to
notarize ballots for students
before they return them to
their election
board
Election boards will accept
ballots up to May 7.
Questions about voting
may be
answered by
stopping in at the Office of
Voter Awareness or by
calling 372-2047

John C Sawhill. Simon's
top deputy, was promoted to
federal
energy
administrator by Nixon with
instructions to press ahead
with the effort to make
America self-sufficient in
energy by 1980
Simon and Sawhill will

take over their new posts
upon Simon's confirmation
by the Senate Shullz will
then depart for private life,
the last remaining member
of Nixon's original cabinet
to leave government
service
ANNOUNCING Simon's

Meyer plans handball courts
Kelly Meyer sophomore i*J A I, and
Student Body Organization ISBOI steering
committee member, said yesterday he is
working in conjunction with another member
to improve campus recreation facilities
He said he and Chris Mehling, junior
will examine the possibilities of
placing more facilities on the west side of
campus because mosl are now concentrated
on the east side
He said he also will attempt to expand the
IA&SI.

University'! handball facilities, which he
said are overworked
Meyer said another part of his project will
be to act as a liaison between his districtwhich includes the Commuter Center.
Batchelder and Chapmen halls and Rodgers
Quadrangle-and SBO
He said all SBO officers and steering committee members have such districts, and
that they hopefully will improve communication between students and their
government.

elevation to the Cabinet
post the While House said
the President will assume
an expanded role in
coordination ol economic
policy himself
Deputy Press Secretary
Gerald L Warren said that
Nixon, for example, would
become chairman of the
Council
on Economic
Policy, a position held by
Shullz for more than a year
He also said Simon would
not become chairman of the
Cost of Living Council or the
Council on International
Economic Policy, two jobs
also held by Shultz
And Shultz's post as assis
tant to the Hesident for
economic affairs would
remain vacant for the time

TIBET

Committee is drafting its
own bill and plans to
complete the job in early
May. said Hays.
He said the bill would
limit the contributions of
individuals and groups to
congressional campaigns
IN THE one action taken
by the panel in a drafting
session, individual donations
were set at 11.000. group
donations at J3000.
Donations are
now
unlimited The Senate bill
limits individuals to $3,000
and groups to $6.d00.
Hays says the House draft
will probably limit congressional candidates
to
spending a total of 160.000 to

175.000, or live centt times
the district or state
population, whichever is
greater.
The chief reason. Hays
says,
for most House
members not going along
with public funding for congressional races is that tielr
constituents don't want It.
One advocate of public
funding for congressional
races is Rep. Edward Koch
(D-N.Y.) who recognises
that his is a "minority
position." and is considering
alternatives. Koch said he
likes the sharp donation
limits: "This goes a long
way toward eliminating fat
cat contributions "

newsnotes
AAcGee dies

Simon nominated for new post
WASHINGTON lAP) President Nixon nominated
federal energy chief William
E Simon to succeed George
ShulU as Treasury Secretary yesterday and moved to
reclaim for himself some ol
the broad economic powers
he had granted Shullz

approve the measure
Chairman Wayne Hays
iD-Ohio) of the House
Administration Committee
says it is unlikely the House
will go beyond public
financing of presidential
campaigns
and
tighter
spending limits on congressional campaigns
The Senate bill, passed
last week before Congress
began a 10-day Easter
recess, would provide full
public financing of both
presidential
and congressional
election
campaigns, with matching
federal
money
for
primaries.
The
Administration

being. Warren said
WITH these disclosures,
the While House made clear
that Nixon does not intend
for Simon to become an
economic policy czar

NEW YORK i API Frank McGee. an
NBC television newsman seen regularly
on the
"Today" program, died
yesterday morning. He was 52 and had
been suffering from cancer of the bone
marrow for the past four years.
The immediate cause of his death was
pneumonia
His final months of broadcasting duty
were performed under severe pain, his
doctor said
McGee made his lasl appearance on
the
Today" program lasl Thursday
morning and checked into the Harkness
Pavilion of Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center here later the same day

Strike ends

1 nl ike Shultz, Simon is nol
an economist.
Warren said Simon will
continue to have "a very
strong voice in energy
policy" but that Sawhill will
be in charge of day-to-day
operations of the energy
office and will be respon
sible for
coordinating
Project Independence, the
effort to achieve energy
self-sufficiencv

ATHENS. (API - Members of the
student workers union at Ohio University ended a one-day strike yesterday
but called for a campus-wide strike vote
at a meeting scheduled lor last night.
Some 50 student employees picketed
Nelson Commons cafeteria Tuesday,
citing university recognition of their
union as one grievance
Union organizer Mark Stachwell of
Columbus said the meeting in Mass
Auditorium is to decide whether one-day
work stoppages will continue or if an allcampus strike will be organized.

Safety
COLUMBUS iAPI - An intensive occupational safety Inspection program
instituted by Gov John J. Gilligan eight
months ago already has uncovered
14.882 violations, the governor said in a
statement yesterday.
Gilligan said more than 2.000
inspections yielded an average of 6.2
violations per inspection, more than
double the national average of health
and safety violations in business and
Industry
More than $175,000 in penalties have
been collected, the governor added

Lottery
COLUMBUS iAPI - Gov. John J.
Gilligan said yesterday the Ohio Lottery
Commission should have the first choice
in selecting its headquarters in
Cleveland
The governor said the lottery
commission's choice of location,
"whatever it might be. should be given
the first consideration,'" Robert
Tennenbaum, GHIIgan news secretary
reported.
Gilligan issued the statement after a
conflict between the commission and the
Department of Administrative Service
and its Division of Public Works.

W&ve got auto parts
for imports.

i

ASIA
The BGSU Asian Studies Program Presents:
A Color-Slicje Lecture On

"The Masked Dancers of Tibet:
Buddhist Philosophy As Dance"
By STEVE BEYER
Dept. of South Asian Studies
University of Wisconsin

10:00 a.m. Friday, April 19
Also, A Lecture On

"Western Misconceptions About Asia"
By PAUL VAN DER VEUR
Director, Southeast Asia Program
Ohio University

Auto parts for imports - quality-made replacement parts for the most popular import cars in town.
Worldparts are made by world famous manufacturers such as Maremont ..
Bosch
Lange
Boge
and more than 60 others
When your import needs repairs, have your garage or service station man call us
for Worldparts o' we can give you the name and address of an import expert near you.
Volkswagen • Toyota • Datsun • Opel • Volvo • Mercedes Benz • MG • Fiat • Triumph
• Renault • Capri • Porsche • Saab • Jaguar • BMW • Audi

- A Question & Answer Period Will Follow —

2:30 p.m. Friday, April 19
Ohio Suite, Union

For Further Information, Call
Dr. Doug Daye, Philosophy Dept. 372-0369
Sponsoredffj, RGStJAsinn Studio* I'l-.i.mi

^NOvLDR^I VlS /1UTO P/1RTS FOR IMPORTS
We're headquarters for Worldparts. Call us for a service expert near you.
Exclusively At:

Bob Goldman Car Parts
525 Pearl St.
353-5861

Bonds, booths to roise $
Student Body Organization
iSBO i is coordinating a daylong festival to raise money
(or Karma and the Rape
Crisis I'enter proposed bv
WOMEN
May Day. set lor Friday.
May
10.
will
Include
symposiums by the College
of Business Administration.
Kxpfiiinrin.il Studies, the
philosophy department and
the College of Education,

Three bands, booths, beer
and
a showing ol
"In
Concert"
in the amphitheatre behind the Union
also are proposed lor the
May festival.
Hick
Morrow, junioi
l-.il
and SBO coordinator
of
academic
affairs,
yesterday said May Day will
be a combined effort of SBO,
the
Union
Activities
Organization
and
Black

Charities Bike Auction
Tuesday, April 23
3:30 Forum
Student Services
numerous bikes - campus
safety lost and found

Student Union. He said two
bands
already
have
promised to play on the
green in front of University
Hall
MORROW SAID booths
would be located in front of
Hayes Hall. Campus organizations will be asked to
participate by sponsoring
booths similar to those used
for the annual Mardi Gras in
February
The Union may serve beer
outdoors if a permit can be
obtained
Information about drugs
and rape may be available
from Karma and WOMEN.
Morrow said both organizations have been asked to
participate in the festival by
sponsoring booths.
Profits will be divided
among Karma.
WOMEN
and
organizations
participating in the festival. The
suggested split is 35 per cent
for Karma. 35 per cent for
WOMEN and 30 per cent to
be divided among organizations participating in May
Day

With tho advent of "longer days" and 6B-d.gr..
weather, the Intramural loftball i«aion hat begun.
Fraternity, dormitory. oH-camput, tororiiy and co-ed
t.ami compete for top honort in their respective
loaguot. Dave Darby, froihman (B.A.), right, practices
hit underhand tlow-pitch itylo. Tom Kottor, Mphemoro
(B.A.), takes a turn at batting practice uting an unuiual
crest-handed grip. (Newiphotoi by Carl Sold)

Views on calendar option vary
• from page* on*

campaign by the administration should be run to get
student
input
on
the
calendar switch.
SBO STEERING
committee members plan to go
into dormitories to inform
students on the implications
and present status of the
calendar issue, according to
Rick Morrow, coordinator of
academic affairs.
Morrow said SBO has no
immediate plans for another
student survey.

The availability of more
jobs in eariy May "didn't
seem to be an overwhelming
factor
in
the
students
decision," Arnold related.
"In my opinion, based on
the
results
and
the
comments people added to
the questionnaire. I don't
believe students want to
change to semesters." said
Arnold
He

said

a

concentrated

TONITE

LITTLE SIS RUSH PARTY
FOR BETA THETA PI

THE NEWS interviewed
some University students
who transferred here from
semester institutions.

7-9 P.M. AT THE BETA HOUSE

TUUfaDAY MAY9J3748PM MEMORIAL WALL
TICKET ^.00
0V\ 5Ai-E.dtUNION ricm

orricc
* FINDER5 RECORDS

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.
"Cablevision Available"

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

"Once the students see
both sides clearly, they'll
possibly be able to give a
valid
opinion,"
said
Morrow.
"We're letting the BG
News inform students as to
what's going on with the
calendars,"
Morrow
continued.
"We
are
advocating neither option
right now."
In a meeting Morrow had
with Dr Rolhe last Friday,
Morrow said, "Dr. Rothe
stated that if the issue came
to the point where the
faculty favors the switch
and students didn't, he'd
side with the students."
But little is known of
students' views on the issue

RIDES AVAILABLE AT 6:45 IN THE MAIN LOUNGES
OF MCDONALD WEST, FOUNDERS, PROUT,
KREISCHER-COMPTON, AND HARSHMAN-DUNBAR

Trish Krohn, sophomore
(B.A.I, said she liked the
early
out
feature
of

semesters but prefers the
variety
and
number
ot
courses she can select from
the quarter system.
"The semesters give me a
better chance at a job in the
summer." said Krohn. "but
I
like
the
educational
benefits of quarters."
"The pace was slower
with semesters, but the time
still
moved
fast." said
Krohn.
Krohn, formerly from the
University
of
Dayton,
added. "There wasn't much
you could do when stuck
with a bad prof for 15 weeks,
though."

A transfer from Texas
A&M. Randy I.azar. sophomore (B.A.i. said he liked
semesters much better than
quarters
"It was slower-paced."
said
Lazar.
"Teachers
aren't in as much of a hurry.
We had the same number of
tests, but had much more
time
between
them
to
develop courses in depth.''
He said under semesters a
student "puts up with a bad
prof for just 5 more weeks,"
adding
this
is
not
a
disadvantage.

What's your opinion?
The Student Body Organization iSBOl has announced that
survey forms for evaluation of the University Health Center
will be available Monday.
The surveys, which will be used to measure student
opinion on treatment and experiences at the Health Center,
will be available in all University living units, in the
Commuter Center and in 405 Student Services Bldg

SEE YOU THERE

Nobody
goes to France
just to ride
the railroads.

SALE!
I/3 OFF
ON FAMOUS MAKER
JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR

Hut wtirn tar uoe ones get mere and wont logrl horn
..i. place to the IK'M .thewov ih,\ ,jet .inmnj ist\ rt.nii
IK- l.xi ts French Irani gM you mom than com
tun and convenience mcee titan speed anda window
mi the world They give you value I or even in .1 d.K
when .iknmi .■wruhiiK) is going up event the dolai
I ntn li n.uns .m- still one nf IIH' greats* transportation
tnisN in tlte workl
Because distances hum Pern am shori. French
tr.nns go everywhere To the mediev.il mysteries ..1
163 mile! >1 < Mil ,md Carcassonne ISM
miles Ml IXJ) lb ihe Provence of Gaughm .irxl van
(~.»)f,|.W> miles is*)!*!! To ihe vineyards ol ihe Cole
d()i itffll miles (18301 and Ihe sparkling sun of the
Cute d Amr lootl miles 15350) To casiles and calhe
drals To Alps and oceans To monuments of Ihe
Romanesque and Renaissance To all the hidden cor
nets .if a counrrv haunted bv histoiv and ennched bv
. enrunes of civibzaDon
Pans of course is Pans Bui France is more Ami
it s all connected by 25.1 (XI miles ol track more tlwi
41X11 vattons and many hundreds of sleek. swift trains
1l1.1t will pamper v<»u feed vou even hed vou down
Wlule Ihey wtiisk vou from here 10 anyw^iere in no mm
1I1.111 a few relaying hours
So il you really want hi see France, see France by
I1.111. Ai«lsevl««*.Mm.«n«.ilgre,.trT.iwlc.iiil«- Wink-

you're al (, ask about our othei travel bargains-a 1st
ILiv. I .urailpass. or the 2nd Class Student Railpass For
tickets aixJ reservations, get in touch with vour trawl
agent, .n nearest French National Railroads office. 610
Fifth Avenue New York 10020 11 Easl Adams Street
Chicago 60603. <M65 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills
•10212 323 Geary St. San Francisco 94102. 2121
Ponce de l.eon Blvd . Coral Cables 33134 Also in
I. in into and Montreal
IV.ise seixl me bterarure describing how to get the most
value out ol my mp to France
Name

.

Address
C«v

..

Stale

Zip

IVpt / ft* Hi) Bohemia. NY 11716

(F

French National Railroads

Spring ond summer styles.
Peach, mint, coral, and red
tops. Peach and mint
pants.
SIZES 5 to 13

»
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Nigeria plays role in African unity
By Laari Leack
"Nigeria
has
had
an
active role in strengthening
African unity," JA. Garba.
Nigerian ambassador to the
United States, said Tuesday
night

Since Nigeria's liberation
in May, 196J. the country has
helped to establish African
unity and has been deeply
conscious of its African
heritage. Garba said.
His speech on "Nigeria's
Role in the Organization of

African
Unity"
was
sponsored by the Black
African People's Association iBAPAl as part of the
University's
International
Week

GARBA

explained

that

Glenn-AAetzenbaum debates
on tap before May primary
AKRON
(AP)
US
Senate candidate John II
Glenn said yesterday he will
debate his opponent in the
Democratic primary. U.S
Sen Howard Metzenbaum.
at least three times before
the election May 7
i believe the public's
right to see the candidates
for
the
Democratic
nomination discuss issues on
the same platform should
not be impaired any longer
by
Howard's refusal to
make a complete financial
disclosure." Glenn said
PREVIOUSLY. Glenn had
accepted
Metzenbaum's
challenge to debate, then
added a provision that the
Senator first must disclose
his income tax returns for
the years 1969-72
Nigerian Amboasada* J. A. Garba

Glenn

said

he

would

many times he will not
restrict the subject matter

debate Metzenbaum April 25
on WEWS-TV in Cleveland.
May 1 for the Cincinnati
Communications
Coalition
and May 3 at the Cleveland
City Club The debates will
be
televised,
said
a
spokesman
for
Glenn's
office.
During the debates. Glenn
said he hoped to "force the
issue
of
openness
and
candor."

in any of these debates. He
views this as an opportunity
for both men to talk about
their finances, and he's
anxious to ask Colonel Glenn
a few questions about his
finances too," he said
The
spokesman
said
Metzenbaum has refused to
disclose his 1969-72 federal
income tax returns because
they
include
information
about
private
citizens
Earlier in the year Metzenbaum
released
other
information
about
his
finances

GLENN
also said he
would
accept
additional
debates, but only on the
subject
of
financial
disclosure
"We're happy that he's
finally succumbed to public
opinion and has decided to
accept the Senator's debate
challenge."
said
a
spokesman for Metzenbaum
"The

Senator

has

Graduation

said

GOP loss-impeachment next?
By The Associated Press
The White House says
President Nixon does not
think he was the big issue in
the
Democrats
historic
election victory in Michigan,
but most political reactions
were aimed his way.
The GOP s fourth stinging
loss of a sure" Republican

seat in the House stirred
speculation
that
the
reflected
mood
ot
the
electorate could spur the
impeachment drive.
Vice
President
Gerald
Ford predicted the voting
trend
could
protend
a
dictatorial
Congress topheavy with Democrats and
doom the two-party system

Democrat Bob Traxler
ended
42
years
of
Republican
hold
on
Michigan's
8th
Congressional
District
Tuesday
by
defeating
Republican James Sparling
Jr.. 59,918 to 56.575 in a
special election to fill the

vacancy
left
by James
Harvey, who was nominated
to a federaljudgeship
Not since 1932 had the
Democrats won the 8th
District,
which
has
averaged
66.2 per
cent
Republican for the past
decade

Candidates for the
June 8 commencement
are reminded to place
their orders immediately for cap and gown re
galia at the University
Bookstore. Student Services Bldg.
Cash is not needed at
the time measurements
are taken.
Graduation announce
menls will be on sale,
also at the bookstore,
about two weeks before
commencement

participants in the 1945 Manchester Conference became
catalysts
for
Nigeria's
change from a colony to an
independent state
After
the
conference.
Africa split into two groupsthe radicals and the conservatives causing
an
ideological gap between the
two forces, he added
"Nigeria was not invited
to the 1957 Atrican conference, probably because of
its conservatism" Garba
said "We were told that we
were not invited because we
were not yet independent,
and yet Algeria was invited
and
she
was
not
independent."
He said most African
states became independent

Key jobs
Applications art available
for editorial and business
positions on the 1974-75 Key
staff
A managing editor, scheduling
editor,
graphics
designer,
senior
editor,
men's
sports
editor,
women's sports editor and
chief photographer will be
selected
General
office
help,
darkroom
technicians,
photographers and writers
also are needed
Applications
may
be
obtained
Irom
the
Key
Office. 310 Student Services
Bldg. Applications are due
Friday. April 26
Anyone applying for a
sales or editorial position
with the BG News should
submit an application by 5
p.m tomorrow in 106 University Hall Sports writers,
reporters,
copy
editors,
photographei s
and
advertising salesman will be
selected.

Shouldn't your hospital
be as modern
H
as your career? .

Harpar Hospital'* new 360-bed Webber Memorial Addition, with
40-bed CCU lower, 22 OR suites, and all semi-private rooma

We're stalling now in Medical-Surgical. Critical Care, Orthopedic, Psychiatric, Poly-drug Detoxification, OR, and Emergency. We are a working/
teaching hospital, a major part ot the new Detroit Medical Center, and
affiliated with Wayne Slate University . . .

Sunday Feature...

The Spaghetti Bowl
As low as '1.59

Good salary program
Liberal fringe!
Advanced equipment
Team nursing
Tuition Reimbursement program

•
•
•
•

Furnished apartments lor single RN's
Excellent shllt differential
Bonus program
Armed Services experience welcome

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION:
(313) 494-8613/494-8083

ImaRine. your choice of four tantalizing spaghetti dinners, including our Roman Salad Bar where you build
it yourself (as much as you want), an oven-warm garlic roll, and t.iruv Parmesan cheese!

"SUBVERSION
of
government became almost
an obsession of activists who
saw themselves as latter
day Messiahs." he said
However he said Nigeria
has
been
successful
in
combining diverse ethnic
and ritualistic groups
Concerning
Nigeria's
accomplishments
towards
pan-Africanism, he said the
country has been active on
the
African
board
of
mediation and arbitration.
"Seventy per cent of costs
of
the
Organization
of
African Unity are paid by
the I'nited Arab Republic
and
Nigeria,"
he
said
"Nigeria has contributed

HE ADDED that Nigeria
also has done her share in
improving
bi-lateral
relations
"In 1964 when there was a
troop mutiny in Tanzania.
Nigeria took over," Garba
said "The civil service in
Zambia
would
have
collapsed
if
we
hadn't
relieved Zambia s financial
burden."
Guinea has received considerable assistance from
Nigeria
and
the
chief
justices ol several African
states are Nigerians. Garba
pointed out
But then Nigeria has a
population of 60 million and
we have (he gift of natural
resources, he added. So it
is only natural that we
should be our brother's
keeper

NOW PLAYING

CINEMA I

Thursday 7:20 «. 9:50
Fnday 7 30 & 10:15

All Seats • $3 00 Special Show Sorry No Passes <

WINNER OFLDACADEMY AWARDS!
WILLIAM PETER BLATTYS

THE
EXORCIST
CINEMA II

NOW PLAYING
Thursday 7:15 & 9:45
Friday 7:30 & 10:15

WINNER OfQACADtMY AWARDS!
including

BEST PICTURE!

P/WL /ROBERT I
EWMJ1N REDFORD I
ROBERT SHAW £
AGtOfCil Kirim HIM

\—

"THE STING"
_..,.
.......

•

•
•

DAVID S WAIJO Gt CUKX ROY Hill ■ TONY Bit I. MCHAE' J
».i RAIAPHIllll'S ICOMCfllOM'AlMMNVIL'CUlM ;PG •H*' e

LOOK AT THESE I
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

Patricia Richardson. RN, Director of Nurse Recruitment
3825 Brush Slreel • Detroit. Michigan 48201
FOR MICHIGAN LICENSURE INFORMATION:
CONTACT Executive Secretary, Michigan Board of Nursing
1033 South Washington Street, Lansing, Michigan 48926
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

1616 E. Wootter In The Stadium Plaza

I bought my stereo system
at one of those "discount"
\
audio stores. When I plugged !
it in, all it did was smoke.
They told me to
send it back to
the factory.

nl> 9-\-» ■* Trrn J>. >

CM) PIONEER
At Sound Associates, they're factory authorized to fix anything they sell . . .
If you ve ever beer\ stuck with a bad audio component and nowhere to get it fixed you may
have realized there s more to a stereo store than low prices At Sound Associates, the key
word is service
during ana after a sale if you ve got a problem, stop in and see one of
our service department technicians Whtie you re there check out (he great deal on this
weeks featured system a Pionttr SX-1010 Ractlvar, rated at 100 watts RMS per channel, two
BOM 901 Speakers, and a Dual 1216 Turntable with an Empire 2000E III Cartridge. Strictly
big league this super system lists for $1410 00 Vou can pick it up this week at Sound
Associates for $1099 a savings of $311 From this weeks window-rattler to budget priced
starter system Sound Associates hat what you want.

HOURS: 10-9 M0N.-FRI.; 10-5:30 SAT.

"SOUND SPECIALISTS'

I

all it lakes is a little Conlidence.

NURSING GRADUATES

•
•
•
•
•

more than her share of
money and arms of the
Freedom Fighters."

in the 1960s Between 196082. the differences between
the radicals and the conservatives took on a sharper
focus, and more Nigerians
adopted an activist role than
previously.
Uarba
explained

248 S. MAIN ST. - PHONE 354-4322
Spadals Available Thru April 21

14/Th. M New., ThurWtiy. Apr! It, 1*74

SBO officers meet, discuss activities
ByMircUCwU
Activities and proposals
lor the remainder of the
school year and for next
year were the main topics of
discussion at the first
meeting of the new Student
Body Organization {SBOl
officers Tuesday night
At the beginning of the
meeting. Fred Johnson,
director of the Office of
Voter Awareness, discussed
some of the functions of his
office and asked for a budget
allotment of 1930 for the
1974-75 school year. Doug
Bugie. SBO president, said
the budget will be reviewed
and promised support of the
office by his administration
The organization then
heard from Jeff Johnson,
sophomore (B.A.I, who
asked that Russell Means,
one of the national directors
of the American Indian

Movement currently on trial
for his activities at Wounded
Knee, be asked to speak on
campus In preference to
William Kunstler. defense
lawyer for the case.
Johnson described Means
as "the most important
member of the American
Indian Movement as it stand
today" and said he would be
able to describe Wounded
Knee "insideout."

will be conducted soon on
the use of smoke detectors
In small living units since
these are areas where
detectors are needed moat.
Concerning Ridge Street,
Murnane said if a traffic
light is put up to ease the
traffic situation,
the
University
will
be
responsible for its cost of
$3,000
Rick Morrow, coordinator
of academic affairs, said
Provost Kenneth Rothe
wants a new survey made on
the semester system versus
the quarter system In the
last survey, eight per cent of
the student body was polled
and the vote was six to one

BUGIE, who said students
here are "starving as far as
political awareness goes,"
said a decision will be made
later
Butch Murnane, coordinator of state and community
affairs, said a new survey

against the
semester
system, Morrow reported.
OTHER items discussed
by Bugle were:
-The possibility of Bowling
Green participating in the
National Student Lobby in
Washington, D.C.;
-A confirmation of a
stadium concert on June 1;
-Revamping the procedures in future elections;
-A committee to review
the purpose and feasibility
of positions on SBO boards
and committees to eliminate
"stagnant" offices.
Bugie also mentioned that
he wanted to appoint an ad
hoc committee to revise the
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Bikes reported stolen
Campus Safety said yesterday that four bikes were
reportedly stolen Tuesday.
An orange Schwtnn 10-speed bike was stolen from the
Chapman Hall bike lot The bike was unlicensed.
Another orange Schwinn 10-speed was stolen from the
Library bike rack. It had Bowling Green license number
10308
An unlicensed 10-speed girl's bike was stolen from
Batchelder Halls bike area despite being locked
A black and white American Hawk boy's bike was stolen
from the MacDonald West bike area.
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Thursday, Friday & Saturday

The Muskadine Blues Band
Returning To B.G.!
Tuesday & Wednesday
Plus Next Friday & Saturday
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Sports Coats and Blazers
as low as $25°° and $3500
i Entire Stock of Slacks and Jeans'
Save 20% NOW
Knit Shirts (Golf Shirt or Coaches Shirts)
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PERSONALS

The Committee in Support of the United Farm
Workers will meet tonight at 6:30p m In 106 Hayes

Summer job Interviews.
Wayne Hm • Union Today, 10 a.m.. 12 noon. 2
p.m. Avg. savings,
89,000.

The Christian Science Organisation will hold a
Testimonial Meeting tonight at 8:90 p.m. in Prout
Chapel. Open to all.

REO

Door Buster Sale

lead ol'.'. Niiky
lubes
'ind more
. ■ ii ' i than the
I brand Bui

wasn't,
here's a
second
chance.

THE ACCOUNT of
possible plea bargaining is
false, he said, "because I

am not guilty of any of the
charges leveled against me
and 1 intend to prove my
innocence."
He said he thought Nixon's
"domestic record has been
as excellent as in foreign
affairs. What be can
accomplish in the future will
depend on bow he weathers
the current attacks.

Fine Tunes

Only KoICK
i
soil ■

I

The Times story quoted
one close friend as stating
emphatically that Ehrlichman would settle with
Watergate prosecutors on a
single reduced charge. And
it quoted friends as saying
he believed an 18-minute gap
in a tape of a conversation
between Nixon and

Haldeman had been erased
deliberately.
Ehrlichman said in his
statement be would not
allow any questions from
newsmen because he was
under court order not to
discuss the subject.

LIVE MUSIC- 7 NITES A WEEK

The

'

A friend of Ehrlichman s
interviewed by The
Associated Press yesterday
said Ehrlichman had
discussed with prosecutors
the terms under which he
would plead guilty to a
reduced Watergate-related
charge, but that no
agreement was reached.

you see, me ANXHTY BVILPS
UP AND UP. AND m pnessune

r

lex lami

Ehrlichman had privately
expressed disappointment
with Nixon and that he
thought Nixon's effectiveness had ended.

by Garry Trudeau

ruik.

REO
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of the steering committee
constitute a majority, and
can therefore "ramrod" any
measure through
If the motion is passed
again in next week's
meeting, it will become
official policy.

HOWARD'S i

Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

let a
■ I •

SBO members passed a
motion to establish a check
on the executive office by
removing its power to vote.
According to Bugie, the
logic behind the motion is
that the six executive
officers plus two members

DOONESBURY

J MS. CAUCUS,
, IS8BIN60N
- AUWTIN61IS7
I REALLY SUCH A
i BAP THIN6?

M iV 'I

the only .-.

SEATTLE (API- John D
Ehrlichman labelled as false
reports yesterday which
said he believed President
Nixon had lost effectiveness
and that an 18-minute White
House tape gap was
intentional.
Ehrlichman also rejected
reports quoting friends as
saying he had engaged in
plea-bargaining with
Watergate prosecutors and
that he carried a resentment
against former White House
chief of staff H. R.
Haldeman.
In a prepared statement,
Ehrlichman, the former
chief domestic affairs
adviser to Nixon, said a Los
Angeles Times story quoting
his friends was "false in
tone and content."
THE TIMES story quoted
unnamed friends as saying

James Taylor

•

with an Interest in
constitutional law.
FLORIO said be would
enact revisions stated in the
Students for Better Government (SBG) party platform
plus others he feels are
necessary.

Ehrlichman denies story,
calls statements false
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constitution. The people he
chose to serve on It are Mike
Florio. senior (AltS), Kathy
Hinding. senior lAfcSi. Ray
Zenkert Jr., senior lAASi.
and Charles Loutzenhiaer
Jr., senior (A&S) and
political science students

Modular Achievement Program and College of Arts
and Sciences will bold a meeting today at 4 p.m. In the
White Dogwood Suite of the Union.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a Chapter
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. In the Capitol Room of
the Union.
RIDES
Ride needed to Miami U.
April 10, call Patty, 3728086.
Ride needed to O.U.
April 10 after II. Will
pay. Please call Janet
878-5813
LOST AND FOUND
Bowmar calculator, lost
In Lot 7 behind Towers.
Turn in to Campus
Safety
Found: Catcher's mlt
with Initials on I M field.
Cell Tom, 36+4973.
HELP WANTED
Puna makers and delivery people wanted.
Apply In person to
Pagliai's.
1004 South
Main St.
Part
lima
work
available, anyone may
apply. No experience
necessary Job involves
operating production
equipment.
Contact
Steve Sawxln, 372-30M.
Men student preferred,
fall time available. $9.00
par hr. start Knickerbocker, 388-8818.
WANTED

3 DAY WEEKEND SALE ONLY
*6* 4 >H>| lo- Ml'.t'r
C"0< t.0'«i DtlC"M' 31 lira
I-'O-O P». C.lc-O'

i
i

SHIRTS - Long and Short Sleeve
Save To 1/3 Off
JACKETS - SAVE TO Vi PRICE - SHOES

I m to share apt at Chry
Hill for 74-78. Ph. 9781864 or 378-3181.
1 male muni, to share 1
bdrm. apt for 1874-78
school year. Call 9628878.
1 or 3 f. roommates
needed to share apt.
summer qtr Call Joyce,

m,

1 f. needed tail Fairly
c9tsty.Call379-.899.
1 f. to ahare apt smmmer
qtr close to campus, own

880 mo Call 3898087 from 1M
SERVICES OFFERED

Engagement

Portraits

CALL HAGER STUDIO.
SKIN PROBLEM? Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARLITE Call for
appointment. Betty - SS98841.
For your PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: portraits, passports, applications and etc.
Wetssbrod Studio 193 W.
Wooster Pb 384-8041
Abortion Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle tall
collect 94 hour service.
918431-1887.
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East. The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
caa help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free.
94 hours a day. at (800)
.393-8680
Need to talk? Decuuona'
Call as at EMPA for
Pregnancy Aid 3834234
M 11-1; TWR 6:30-8:30. F
8*

ATTENTION: COMPLETE PRIVACY for
FRATERNITY & SORORITY TEAS. UPSTAIRS at the C.I.. any
afternoon! NO CHARGE
for the room. FREE
POPCORN, FREE
JUKEBOX - reduced
prices on beverages!
Make your dates NOW.
Call 384-7088 or stop in to
make arrangements!
Felice and Clpm will be
here this weekend.
Where can you find your
"Stairway to Heaven?"
At Chi O Spring Party of
course! Get Psyched
Interested In World
Government? Write:
World Citisens League,
P.O. Box 9063, IF. Calif.
04198
AEPI's: Good lack at
Ohio Sute Basketball
Tourney. Love. Your
UttleSisaes.
Alpha Z's Get ready for
tea this Friday. Betas.
Michelle. You surprized
■a with a X Phi lavaller.
Congratulations1 L t L
ADPl's.
Don't miss the Sigma Nu
Ul' Sis Rush tonight 7-9
p.m. Meet the Brothers
and discuss your future
with the Snakes. East
side of New Fraternity
Row near Wooster.
Get high for the Beta
"800. "April27at 1p.m.
For Mothers Day turn
her on to a pot Mad
Artist Colony. 209 ByaU
Free eat - Litter trained.
989-0101 after 8. Patty.
FOR1ALE

TYPIST-Experienced i.
typing dissertations,
theses, termpapers Ph.
888-1669-

Pioneer SX89B stereo
receiver, 190 watts RMS.
New 8470, now 8340 BSR
710 turntable, 8198. 352
8786.

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT RINGS by
PHILIP MORTON, THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER. S13

Men's 91" frame 10
speed, Schwian Continental, rldaVan 10 times.
$110, call 3894880 after 6
p.m

2 solid wood china
hutches,
T.V.-stereo
console and 2 sofas. If
Interested, call 372-2871
10x80 mobile home In
good condition 688-3702.
Men's Schwinn Suburban
10 sp bike 382-8100 after
5:00p.m
Farflsa Professional
organ with Leslie
amplifier - Best offer.
Call 889-0088, ask for
Terry.
Must sell: Grand Prix
'60. ex. cond , air,
radlals, low mileage,
best offer. Also: 3 speed
bike $18. Admiral stereo
$90 Call after 4:80, 3890810.
1973 Pinto automatic Air
cond., deluxe int. Must
sell Call 688-9833 after
4:90.
1872 Hulcrest mobile
borne 12x60'. 2 bedrm
10 mi. west of BG 6692883 alter 4:30
Men's 26" three speed
with lock
382-0202
$30 00.
Maranti 4B's. $ in.
WFR/1 »t TWR. very
efficient.
Ilx$vtx20
walnut. $80 apiece new,
asking $80 for the pair.
Hear em at-2-4880
68 VW Fstbek. New
engine, good cond. Call
879-8886.
1 yr old girls 3 speed
bicycle. Call 9-1164.
Guitar amplifier. 6 8"
speakers pre amp,
powered bottom. $978 or
best offer. It sounds good
with a good guitar. 3894987 anytime after 1
Bob.
FOR RENT
Apts. and rooms near
campus Fall and summer rentals. Phone 9997988.
Apts. In houses for 3 or 4
students Phone 369-8302
from 1-8 or 989-7388
evenings.
Efficiency apt for 1 or 9
persona Avail. Jane 18Sept 18 362-0848
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apart-

ments for four students.
Big closets, carpeting
throughout.
good
locations.
Apartment
buildings located at 821
East Merry and 894 Sixth
Street. Phone 383-7381 for
further Information.
APARTMENTS
RENT 382-4871.

TO

Nice 2 bed. apts. for 4
students. Furn.. a/c.
Summer A Fall rentals
with 0 mo. leases and
special summer rates
Buff Apis 1470 and 1400
Dough. Call 984-7841 or
388-3143 for Information.
2 bedroom, air conditioned, carpeted, downtown. June 1 352-7763
Greenview Apartments
now signing leases far
summer. Special rales 1
4 2 bedroom and efficiencies. Call between
19-6 p.m 359-1106
Fully furnished three
bedroom bouse to sublease for summer. One
block from campus. Call
889-0944
Beautiful apt. for summer qtr. 2 bed. Close to
campus. 3 people, 880
each per month 382-8376
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr. Furn 2 bed.. 2
baths, $228 mo. 3 occupants. $240 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed. furn., 2
adults $170 mo. Prices
are for a 0 mo. lease,
heat 1 water furn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 359
4304 or 1483-0082 collect.
FIRST
TIME
ADVERTISED FALL
AND SUMMER
818 Seventh Street. 2 bedroom furnished, scat,
water, air cond cablevision included - dishwasher optional. FALL
RATES. 4 parsons $87.80
each. 3 persons $78.80
each. Ask about summer
rates
Apt to sublet sum. qtr. 12 people, Thurstin
Manor. Call 3824002
after 3:88.
Apt to sublet ammed.; 1
bdrm. Married couple or
2 f 1190 inc utilities 359Quiet room. No liquor or
smoker, mala. 3524080
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Stems testifies in trial:
'payoff never received'
NEW YORK (AP) Former
Commerce
Secretary Maurice H. Suns
testified yesterday that
financier Robert L. Vesco
never received a payoff in
return for a secret $200,000
cash contribution to
President Nixon's 1972
election campaign.
The former Cabinet
member took the witness
stand in bis own defense at
the federal criminal
conspiracy trial in which he
is a codefendant with
onetime Atry. Gen. John N.
Mitchell
WHEN Vesco made the
donation, he was the target
of a massive Securities and
Exchange Commission
' (SEC) frauds investigation
Mitchell and Sums are
accused of seeking to
impede this probe in
exchange for the $200,000
They are charged with
conspiracy, obstruction of
justice and perjury.
SUns said that at the
March 8. 1972 meeting in
which the money was
pledged, it was he and not
Vesco who raised the matter
of the SEC investigation
"He said. Well that has

been going on almost a year.
We have been trying to
resolve it. But the problem
was that the SEC was
harassing us and we haven't
been able to sit down and
settle it. Our lawyers
haven't been able to get to
see the commissioners.'
"I said, Mr Vesco. that
should be no problem.
Anybody having trouble with
a government agency should
be able to go to the head of
that agency.' I said
something to the effect that
'I hope you work out your
SEC matter satisfactorily.
He said, I'm sure we will.'"
HOWEVER, SUns said
that because of the SEC
matter, he put a bold on the
pending Vesco contribution
until he could "check him
out" with Mitchell. The two
former Cabinet colleagues
had resigned their offices by
that time to run the Nixon
re-election campaign
The liaison man for Vesco
with SUns and Mitchell was
Harry Sears, a political
friend of Mitchell who had
gone to work as a MO.OOO-ayear Vesco legal aide.

REGARDING his meeting

AIM charges remain
ST PAUL, Minn iAPI - A federal judge refused to
dismiss charges yesterday against American Indian
Movement leaders Dennis Banks and Russell Means, who
are charged in last year's 71-day takeover of Wounded Knee.
S.D.
However. U.S. District Court Judge Fred J Nichol said
the government could not use any evidence it had acquired
by monitoring the single telephone in the village
The government had an extension to the telephone at a
roadblock it had set up outside the village.
Judge Nichol said the government's roadblock phone was
not used to facilitate negotiations, which the government
said was its chief purpose in installing it.
But he also said there was no evidence the FBI had
monitored any conversations between defense attorneys and
clients over the phone Attorneys lor Banks and Means had
alleged such monitoring had taken place, violating their
rights.

• «

ON CLEAR days the view
stretches to and beyond
Damascus, the Syrian
capital about 25 miles to the
east-northeast.
Israel conquered all of the

11:15 p.m
Don Kirshner's Rock Concert with Todd
Rundgren. Wishbone Ash and Graham Central Station
Channel 24
SUNDAY
S p.m. "Cat H.illou ' with Jane Fonda and Lee Marvin
Channel 9.
9 p.m. Tony Awards. Channel 24.

Taking a
breather

"Wtwwl Art., chasing frt*b«M. playing with that cut*
•chnaviw, racing an Irish Sattar and looking for my mastor, I
mod this rost:'(Nowtphoto by Carl Sold)

Hermon massif from Syria
in the Middle East war last
October.
Both sides were content to
hold their positions during
the bitter cold winter
months. But the arrival of
spring heated more than the
weather.
The Syrians made their
first attempt to win back the
9,232-foot peak from the
Israelis Aprils.
Military correspondents
reported yesterday that
Israel had finished building
a rough track to the peak of
the mountain where they
have established a fortified
position.
DURING the night the

tocwo PtooimoMs t THE UHM « numnsmTumMioMr

Israelis fired at a Syrian
helicopter and Syrian forces
in the area below the peak to
the north.
Various battles have been
fought on this mountain in
the past seven years, with
Israel telling the United
Nations it controlled the
peak, although it had no
soldiers stationed there
because of the encroaching
winter
THE ISRAELIS decided it
was time to establish a
permanent position on the
peak before the Syrians beat
them to it.

TUESDAY
9:30 p.m. "Larry"-true-life drama of a man who was
mistakenly confined to a mental institution for his first 26
years. Channel 11
2 a.m. "What! No Beer''" with Buster Keaton and Jimmy
Durante. Channel 2.

On Easter Sunday, Israeli
troops constructing the base
looked down and discovered
that a 50-man Syrian force
had moved to within 600 feet
of the summit.
The battle that followed
lasted most of the day. It
was the hottest combat
since October.
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We Are So Proud!
STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL

East Side of

New Fraternity Row
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coMCjterifNAa-row ne

GRADUATE STUDENTS
and

St*

TetJETS ♦4501U9tu**>WU>l»—«-»l)»J75 **♦•»«
Tickets Available at Finders

Love is a giving thing
So, give

J

K<-»'pvdVi

diamond ring to ntflfXl

r It>w Covei ' h.u/:>■
/. tlnhfi.it.ihlo''

jnd bnllunce Ketpuk

"Cablevision Available"

PARTY APRIL 19

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

SPONSORED BY GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

3-6 p.m. Ice Arena Lounge

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248

Beer and Food
All You Can Handle
Donation $1.00

Thursday Night At Pagliai's

FREE
39$ bag of Cain's

HOURS 9-13. 1-5M0N-FRI SAT 1-5

SPRING BLOUSE SALE!

CHIPS

Three-Day Special
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

With the glorious purchase of
our $1.50 submarine.

Entire Stock Long Sleeve Blouses

Thurs.
5 p.m. — Midnight
only

Ph. 352-7571

are invited to

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.

duniimd* ate permdprul.-f li-d .m.tiiisl lOt

1004 S. MAIN

Guests, Graduate Faculty

IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

VOW love m its Iti'.iuh

ni'niK registered ant

PAGLIAI'S

Congratulate Our
New Actives
Debbie Cooper
Bernie English
Mary Feldman
Sherry Morris
Lee Ann Sevitts

Near Wooster

All Day & Nite
Friday & Saturday

Delta Gamma

Meet The Brothers

Tonite 7-9

V/

The Sisters of

Premier Golda Meir has
said Israel would be
prepared to hand over the
peak to the United Nations
but Israel still wants to hold
on to other positions on the
mountain, she said.

Call Karma,

'HAPPY HOURS"

MONDAY
8 p.m. "The Yanks Are Coming' the United States entry
into World War 1 Channel 24
11:30 p.m "The Tiger Makes.Out" with Eli Wallach and
Anne Jackson. Channel 11.

ntifwr

IN

1

Channel 24

related problem?

"AUBURN"

|paj|)—iaaj|

SATURDAY
6 p.m. Dinah Shore Winners Circle Golf Championship

Sigma Nu
Li'l Sis Rush

■

ii Mt>

TOMORROW
8:30 p.m Bob Hope Special-"Thanks For The Memories."
Channel 13.
1 am Midnight Special with Curtis Mayfield and Gladys
Knight and the Pips. Channel 13

Israelis fortify position
ATOP MT HEHMON.
Occupied Syria IAPI ■ The
Israelis and Syrians are
engaged in a deadly battle
for control of this rocky,
snowswept peak that looms
a mile above the Golan
Heights war front.
"We mean to hold on to
Hermon.' said an Israeli
officer.
"This mountain is the
eyes and ears--of the
Middle East."

m%

TONIGHT
9 p.m. Tolstoy's War and Peace "Channel S7
11 30 p.m Senator Sam Ervin on the Dick Cavett Show
Channel 24

i told him I had met
Vesco and talked with Sears
and Vesco was prepared to
give a contribution of
J250.000 I said that I had
discussed with Sears that
Vesco had a matter pending
before the SEC. that Sears
had described himself as •
good friend of yours, John
Mitchell's
"I said. 'I want your
advice as to the propriety of
taking the 1250.000.' 1 meant
as a matter of moral
correctness in whether I
would ever be embarrassed
publicly or privately by
taking this contribution "
Stans testified that he and
Mitchell discussed Sears s
report that the SEC investigation was winding down
and that Vesco's lawyers
said he had done nothing
wrong.

laaJi

tv
highlights

later with Mitchell. Stand
testified:

Have a drug or

352-2225.

*S%

-*■

Klevers Jewelry
Store
125 N. MAIN ST.
PHONE: 353-6691

V4 off!
(All Body Blouses, Now 40-50% off)

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge
West of McDonald

Cochrane keeps BG lacrosse sparkling
ByDuGirfkld
A.iliUBl Soorti Editor
It's been a long and
winding road for Bowling
Green lacrosse
Although it has had its
bumps along the way.
Falcon lacrosse is growing
in respectability across the
Midwest, especially in the
Midwest Lacrosse Association (MLAI.
During the past eighl
years of varsity competition, the Falcon stickers
have never recorded a losing
season The man credited
with the Falcons success is
Cornelius Rice Parsons
Cochrane Jr—belter known
as Mickey Cochrane
Beginning with the basics
-a stick, a hand lull ol rule
books, two balls and plenty
of open lield on the BG
campus. Mickey has spent
countless hours behind his
desk mapping out strategy

to beat some of the
Midwest's best teams
Coach Cochrane has a
double role on campus. In
addition to lacrosse, he
commands the soccer troops
in the fall
FALCON LACROSSE
began in 1963 on a club basis
and worked its way to intercollegiate status in 1966
Cochrane came to BG in
1965
"It was a student-run
program before I came."
said Cochrane They did a
good job with what they had
to work with and they
wanted a intercollegiate
program-the whole business
with getting varsity letter,
etc."
Cochrane added that the
beginning of BG varsity
lacrosse was quite successful. The Falcons learned
through experience, lacing
the toughest of the Midwest

teams, and had some rather
special players on the team.
"Three of the best
balanced players we ever
had played in my first year
They were good all-around
athletes and pretty good
people. These were kids that
wanted to play and didn't
complain about anything."
said Cochrane.
Cochrane said he likes to
compare the success of his
club with the established
Ohio State program. Since
1965. the Falcons have gone
from annihilation to
domination with the
Buckeyes
• I like louse Ohio State as
a yardstick for us. said
Cochrane We lost 28-3 my
first year in 1965 and in 1966
we lost 192.
"We lost 10-9 in the last 10
seconds in 1968. and beat
them 7-6 the next year. We
haven't lost to them since.
We were annihilated In the

beginning and we gradually
got better ''
Cochrane said the 1969
squad was the greatest team
he's coached.
"Talent-wise, that team
was the strongest in every
category. I'm not taking
anything away from the 1970
team which went undefeated
(9-0l, they took up where
the "69 team (11-11 left off,"
he added.
There have been a few disappointments too. The first
and foremost one is that the
team is not on the same
level with the nation's best
teams. Cochrane admits
that he cannot possibly
compete with Army. Navy.
Maryland, and Hopkins of

get good second-flight kids
to come here I'm not
talking about second-class
players. I'm talking about a
good all-around player that
wouldn't make it big at
Hopkins or Maryland." he
said
"The outstanding kid is
going to go to Army. Navy
or Maryland. I'm trying to
get the capable people to
come here and develop them
into all around players. I
think we do an excellent job
with what we have," added
Cochrane
Some of the exceptional
players that came out of
"Mickey's tribe" are
working with him as
coaches.

the lacrosse circuit. He said
there's no way to compare
BG with the lax "elite."
"There are two levels-us
and the Marylands, Rutgers,
Navys," said Cochrane
"The competition is different, and we really can't
rate with them. It would be
like us IBG1 playing Ohio
State in football. We will
never be able to generate
enough of everything to
compete all the time with
the best."
Cochrane added that
getting the best quality
players to come to BG is
fighting the same fire and
BG gets burned most of the
time
"We are lucky enough to

"I'm fortunate to have
coaches (Pete Farrell and
Jim Plaunt) that reflect my
concerns, and add their own
new ideas too," said the
Falcon mentor.
THE MLA CROWN sym
bol of midwest lacrosse supremacy-has not found a
lasting borne in BG. Only
once has Cocbrane's team
grabbed a conference
championship.
"We've done a good job in
nine years, but we have only
been able to win the
Midwest (MLAI once
That's our goal this year. In
any conference, the job is to
win your conference, and we
haven't been able to do that
consistently We've got a
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Mark Glover
Falcons start
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Determination pays oft

DUGOUT DOPE:
The Falcon diamondmen head into their second season
this weekend as they open their Mid-American Conference
(MACI slate against Miami University.
There are probably easier ways to start an MAC
campaign since the Redskins won the conference race last
season.

Hoover fights back
By Dan Car field
Assistant Sports Editor
Determination best
describes the tennis life of a
Falcon nelter who paid the
price of hard work and
patience lo become captain
and leader of a freshmendominated squad
Tim Hoover tailed to
make Bowling Green's
varsity learn his freshman
year, but with work and
steady improvement he
earned the no 4 spot his
sophomore year From thai
point. Tim climbed his way
up the tennis ladder to no 2
singles lasl year and Ihe no
3 spot this season
Hoover, a senior and twoyear lelterman Irom
Canton, came to BG with
only I wo years of mediocre
high school net competition
This season. Hoover has a
6-4 singles mark and a 9-1
doubles slate But more

Tim noovir

important than his captain's
role and his record at BG,
Tim has reached a peak in
his lennis life He will turn
iuolcssion.il
BEFORE THE TEAM left
for its annual spring trip, he
was notilied thai after the
season he would become the
new lennis pro al a Findlay
lennis club
"1 was surprised and
excited with the new job,"
said Hoover.
I will be
turning pro after the conference
I Mid-American i
championships May 19 The
club will open May 10.
though."
Hoover said coach Bob
Gill was responsible for
giving him the opportunity
to look into the job
"I had an interview with
Mi Jim Baker, the presi
dent of the Findlay Kacquel
Club, and I was invited back
for a second one." said the
senior netter. who was one
of 15 applicants tor the job
"There's definitely a
growing market lor tennis in
Findlay The interest is
really beginning to spread
throughout the community.
Hoover's concentration ot
turning pro hasn't wrecked
his game. He still wants to
make his mark in the BG
tennis record books and is
striving for a conference
title
"For me. being a senior Is
a big thing It's all or
nothing now. When 1 first
came here, my goals were
for BG to win its first MAC
title." said Hoover. "I still

a

UAO Cardinal Room
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presents

:

BARBARA YANIGA
AND
CHRIS LOVDAHL

j

believe we definitely have a
chance to win it. and 1 still
haven't reached my peak
either "
HOOVER ALSO SAID that
freshman Glenn Johnson's
absence Irom line-up at
second singles has hurt
some of the depth the team
was anticipating "We were
counting on him a lot."
Hoover said.
"II things go our way, we
will win. But we need a lot of
work and breaks. I believe it
can happen. For myself. I
believe 1 have a good shot at
the no. 3 singles flight I'm
also playing good doubles
and I see an excellent
chance ol winning no. 2
doubles, too," he said
Hoover and his teammates are making a comeback The senior captain
said the 3-6 record doesn't
show the team's true overall
talent.
"We're a better team
overall from lasl year We
had a tough time for a while,
but our attitude is still good
and il will help us to turn our
season around None of us
has given up," he said
"We will place higher than
last year's team of fifth
place in the conference
meet I believe next year,
the team will be stronger
and in a few years we'll be
even that much stronger
with the present freshmen
coming of age." he added
"I predict us as the up-andcoming power in the conference Uy the next four
years. BG will be a MAC
tennis winner."

BG MENTOR Don Purvis eagerly anticipates the battle
with the Miami crew but said his players must work on a
few bugs in their machine. During Tuesday's doubleheader
with Michigan (BG losing. 1-0, in the first game and
winning. 2-1, in the second), the Falcon pitchers put on a
splendid show but Purvis was displeased with some other
aspects.
Offensive errors with men on base as well as a failure to
hit the cutoff man on relays were mentioned by the Falcon
coach as areas where improvement is needed.
As for the hitting, Purvis attributed the fine Michigan
pitching with stifling them last Tuesday. He said the hitters
will start hitting again this weekend.

•••

Congratulations to Falcon shortstop Gary Haas who now
holds the BG career record for at bats Haas' second trip to
the plate in the first Michigan game was no 466 eclipsing
the mark held by Tim Pettorlni The Falcon team captain
marked the occasion in grand style by swatting a double.

Mickey

Fakan lagans caoeh Mkfcey Cachrone pawaars Ms strategy
during last week's action. During lha past nins yaars, ha has
built a winning tradition at Bowling Graan. Cochrana will
laod tha ttickars against Danison in a crucial Midwast lacressa
Association contast at J p.m. Saturday. (Nawsphato by Carl
Said)

INDIANAPOLIS (API Former Indianapolis 500mile race winners Al 1'nser
and Mario Andretti were
named yesterday to drive
cars in the 58th annual Indy
classic May 26.
Cars for the two lormer
winners brought the ollicial
entry list to 67 Entries
postmarked before midnight
April 15 still are eligible
UNSER, the last driver to
win consecutive races at the

a few still left for Fall
AIR CONDITIONED - FURNISHED

CAMPUS MANOR
(behind Burger Chef & Mr. Ed's)

352-9302

Going To Summer School

The three games canceled due to weather conditions in
Cincinnati two weeks ago have been rescheduled. The
Falcons will try to play two of the games May 14.

HEY OWLS
Spring is a Bonus
In BG Town
So Get Psyched
For Spring Party
Where We'll Boogie Down

Now Open!

352-0717
or
352-7660

(Weather Permitting)

B6SU GOLF COURSE
& DRIVING RANGE *
East Poa Road - Phone 2-2674

- FEATURING -

BUMPUS-DAHMS &
AL-LYN APTS.
FALL LEASES & SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE
' 2 bedroom Units
» Office Open 24 Hours a Day,
Days A Week
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
AFTER 5 352-7365

Pitching will play a big role in the upcoming MAC games
and this aspect of the Falcon team appears strong. Statistics
show that the stingy hurlers have let up only 16 runs in their
last 10 games.

Close to Campus
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SUMMER - SPECIAL RATES

included a car for veteran
Lloyd Ruby and three by the
Roger Penske racing team.
Penskes three-car entry
includes Offenhauserpowered McLarens for Gary
Bettenhausen of Monrovia,
Ind, and Mike Hiss of
Tustin, Calif. No driver was
listed for the third car.

Indianapolis
Motor
Speedway. 1970-71. and
Andretti. the 1969 winner,
will be teammates for Vel's
Parnelli Jones team Vel
also entered two other cars
with no drivers named. All
four will be powered by
Drake-Offenauser engines.
Other entries yesterday

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

Pitcher Beer & Snacks
Cardinal Room - Union

NOW RENTING FOR

HEX -The diamondmen will try to end a long hex Friday
that has hung over their heads for the last two years. The
Miami crew has beaten BG eight consecutive games

• ••

Indianapolis 500 entries

8-12 midnight
jFriday & Saturday, April 19 & 20
•

good reputation in our
league and we're respected
by everyone.'' added
Cochrane.
Being second level doesn't
upset Mickey. He said he
likes it at BG and has
enjoyed being a part of
helping BG lacrosse grow.
"I think BG is a great
place to work and to raise a
family. The townspeople are
loyal to our two programs
(soccer and lacrosse)." he
added.
When asked whether he
prefers lacrosse or soccer.
Cochrane said: "If I had to
choose between liking one
sport better than the other,
it would be like deciding
whether to cut off my left
arm or my right arm/

352-4671

Char Brollta Steski aaa
Chops
Fall Coarse Family Dtoasff

It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES

SEASON MEMBOSWPS
NOW ON SALE
BGSU Students
Faculty & Staff ..'
Public
(Family Plans Also Available)

Oaea Taes Ur» Sal. 7:1M
Saadayt 7:Ss-7:S»

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

$ 50.00
$60.00
$120.00

GREENS FEES SCHEDULE
Weekdays

9 Holes

BGSUStudents
AllOthers
Weekends
BGSUStudents
AJOthers

$150 $2.00
$3.00 $4.00
9 Holes 18 Holes
$2.00 $3.00
$350 $5.00

•DMWNC RANGE HOURS
Weekdays: 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
Sat. Sun.: 1 p.m.-11 p.m.

18 Holes

